Built like a Beast Without
The Galaxy XCover Pro elevates the capability of every team member by enabling them
to perform multiple tasks all on one device, no matter where your job takes you.

Built tough for hard work.
Built to stand up to challenges the real world dishes out without

any time and the freedom to customize its capabilities.

Built to stand up to challenges the real world dishes out without
sacriﬁcing on experience. The Galaxy XCover Pro is MIL-STD-810G1
certiﬁed, IP-682 rated and can withstand drops from 1.5m.

Do more with a single device. Capture worksite comments,
view pictures in high resolution and access key line of business
applications– all while keeping your gloves on. With enhanced touch
and glove touch capability3, Galaxy XCover Pro will react to you and
your conditions, and not the other way around.

Power for Hours.

Your work does not stop – and neither does the Galaxy XCover Pro
with a replaceable long lasting/ fast charging battery4 which keeps
your day going without interruption. Create, edit and collaborate all
day. And if the job is still not done, you can now simply and quickly
remove and replace your battery to keep on going.

Edge to Edge screen. Limitless Possibilities.
No need to worry about where your job takes you or how you’ll
protect your device, the Galaxy XCover Pro is rugged yet elegantly
designed. It boasts a 6.3" edge-to-edge display featuring Corning®
Gorilla® Glass 5.

Communication should be Seamless.
Galaxy XCover Pro features two programmable buttons to
support functionalities such as push-to-talk, scanning and other
frequently used line of business applications.

Easy to Use.
Provides an easy-to-use and familiar environment, the
Galaxy XCover Pro features Android 10 and Samsung One UI 2
which reduces learning curves and increases user adoption.

Working has never been so smooth.
Be the best manager you can be while enabling your team to
work smarter. You can now accept payments without the need for
additional hardware, the Galaxy XCover Pro has EMV Level-1 that
makes it mPOS-Ready5.

Defense-Grade Security.
Safeguard your business with powerful, around the clock
protection built from the chip up. Mobile security that is both

Contact Us: samsung.com/XCoverPro

Galaxy XCover Pro SM-G715UZKDXAA
Color
Operating System
CPU
Processor

Black
Android 10.0 (Q)
Exynos 9611
Quad 2.3GHz + Quad 1.7GHz Octa Core

Memory

(RAM): 4GB6

Storage

64GB7, Expand to 512 GB w/micro SD8

Display

Screen Size 6.3"/ Corning Gorilla Glass 5, FHD+ display

Display Resolution
Network
Dimension
Rear

Camera

Front
Battery
Charging
IP rating
USB
Connectivity

2340 X1080
LTE: Cat.11 (3CA), Band 48 (PrivateLTE)
159.9 x 76.7 x 9.94 (mm), 218 g
25/8MP(UltraWide) w/Dual LED Flash
13MP
4,050mAh4 (Replaceable)
Fast Charging (15W), Pogo Charging
IP682, Rugged (MIL-STD-810G1 compliant, 1.5m Drop)
Type C, USB 2.0
BTv5.0, Wi-Fi a/b/g/n/na, 2.4/5GHz, WiFi Direct, GPS

NFC

Yes

SIM

Dual SIM9

Biometric
Sensor
Dedicated Keys

Fingerprint (Side)
Accelerometer, Proximity, Gyro, Compass
Two additional programmable buttons

Device Layout

FRONT

1. Programmable button

BACK

LEFT SIDE

RIGHT SIDE

1

2. Programmable XCover Key

5

3. Volume Buttons

6

4. Fingerprint Sensor

3

5. 13MP front facing camera
6. 25/8MP(Ultrawide) Camera
Dual LED Flash
7. 6.3" Corning® Gorilla® Glass 5
Screen

2

Capabilities

9

4

7

8. 4050mAh replaceable battery

8

9. Dual SIM capable
10. Pogo pin
11. USB-C
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This device passed military speciﬁcation (MIL-STD-810G) testing against a subset of 21 speciﬁc environmental conditions, including temperature, dust, shock/vibration, and low pressure/high altitude. Device may not perform as shown in all extreme conditions. See user manual.
Water-resistant in up to 5 feet of water for up to 30 minutes. 3Enhanced touch and glove touch capabilities function with thin gloves. May not function with all gloves. 4Based on average battery life under typical usage conditions. Average expected performance based on typical use.
Actual battery life depends on factors such as network, features selected, frequency of calls, and voice, data, and other application-usage patterns. Results may vary. 5mPOS functions as intended with NFC-enabled contactless credit cards only, and compatible back-end processing
systems. 6Total amount of available memory may be less based on conﬁguration. 7Portion of memory occupied by existing content. 8MicroSD card sold separately. 9Galaxy XCover Pro will support dual SIM functionality in North America through a future software update once the
service is available.
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